CHSS Inventory Checkout Decision Matrix

Technology checkout
request made

Small device temporary checkout:
Requested
Laptop/iPad?

No

1. Pull requested small technology and check it out for either default (2 weeks) or specified amount of
time.
2. Tell faculty member they will receive an email when it's due and that they can reply with their KSU
ID and the asset tag number on the technology if they need to extend. Otherwise, they return
technology to the ODE.

Yes

Temporary or
permanent?

Full-timer or parttimer?

Permanent

Part-Time

Full-Time

Request from department chair:

Request approval of
device from
department chair.

Approval of device checkout
Acceptance of responsibility for device

Approved/Accepted?

Temporary

No
Yes

Tell faculty member to
consult with their
department chair on
obtaining a device.

Part-timer

PC or Mac?

Mac

PC

PC temp checkout:
1. Pull from temp devices and check
out for either default (2 Weeks) or
specified amount of time.
2. Tell faculty member they will
receive an email when it's due
and that they can reply with their
KSU ID and the asset tag number
on the technology if they need to
extend. Otherwise, they return
technology to the ODE.
3. Plug device into ethernet and
have faculty member log in.
4. Disconnect device from ethernet
and give to faculty member.
For permanent check-outs to part-time
faculty, follow this process with a
semester deadline and renew every
semester.

Mac temp checkout:
1. Pull from temp devices and
check out for either default
(2 Weeks) or specified
amount of time.
2. Tell faculty member they
will receive an email when
it's due and that they can
reply with their KSU ID and
the asset tag number on
the technology if they need
to extend. Otherwise, they
return technology to the
ODE.
Mac temp checkout process is still
being determined. Touch base
with Stephen on this.

Ask faculty for preference:
Mac or PC
iPad or iPad Pro
Full-timer

Permanent device checkout:
1. Pull preferred device and associated
accessories from new inventory and place in
permanent loan status, including a note on
who it went to, the date, and your initials.
2. Send an email to service@kennesaw.edu
that reads: "Please assign to Kyle or Gladys.
I have a [laptop/iPad] [asset tag number]
being checked out to [faculty member
name]. It is ready for pick-up in SO 5008."
3. Place device in SO 5008 with a sticky note
on it indicating the faculty member it is going
to.
4. Let faculty member know it is going through
the process and they will be contacted by
UITS when it is ready.

For help with inventory checkouts,
work with Tammy.
x2911
tpowel25@kennesaw.edu

